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4.1 Future of Australia orienteer 
 Digital trial of AO was circulated in March 

o https://issuu.com/ausmtboannual/docs/auso_march_2016_web 
 Comments received about trial included are summarised on following page. 

o Tried to collate into +ve and –ve comments 

o A very small sample size 

o At a high level there is an age divide; generally older people don’t want to change or 

are more negative about the prospective of changing that the younger generation. 

o The most profound comments were those relating to the format of a digital version 

 It shouldn’t simply replicated the printed version 

 Having 4 major editions a year means a digital version is too big 

 Current finances of AO 

o 2016 AO budget 

o Bruces finance report & options 

4.2 Web & Social media presence 
o See links for stats 

o Need to update MailChimp database from Eventor data 

o Have been awaiting confirmation from SOF about structure of download 

o Need to ensure we don’t reactivate someone that has removed themselves from 

MailChimp 

o OA have agreed to pay the (very small) cost if the database goes over 2000 

4.3 Eventor developments 
 EWG has been the main driver in getting things spec’d and implemented 

o Ian Rathbone is the chairperson and main driver 

o There has been little support from other EWG “members” although Jack Dowlong 

has taken on the role as Eventor support 

 Lots of developments have been implemented in past 12 months 

o Many have solved niggly problems which have been present since inception 

o Some major changes improved membership renewal process 

 Still additional ASC funds to be spent (see next page) 

o Have requested that SOF invoice for remaining amount as there is no way work can 

be completed prior to end of year 

o I have had some email conversations with Mats re Eventor being able to support the 

“find my local events”  

o Ian is also documenting some other specs to fill out the remaining funds 

 Administration of accreditations 

o This needs a fair bit more thought 

o Even IOF Eventor doesn’t have the functionality we are talking about 

 This is administered outside Eventor 

o Is Eventor therefore the best place for this? 

https://issuu.com/ausmtboannual/docs/auso_march_2016_web
http://orienteering.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/AO-The-Australian-Orienteer-budget-2016.xls


 What are the alternatives? 

 We shouldn’t be afraid of finding the right tool to do the job so long as we 

can integrate the disparate systems  

Strategy 
 Refer to 2015 OA Conference paper 

 Who are our target audiences? 

o What do each of those audiences want? 

o Where do those audiences source their information from? 

o How can we transition audiences to our preferred media? 

o This is all about engagement 

 How do we transition to a digital version of the AO? 

o It is a key marketing resource 

 It therefore needs to be available widely and freely 

 This should be counted as marketing & promotion 

 This is the start of the funnel 

o I don’t believe it is enough to simply upload a PDF 

 The current format is designed for hardcopy reading 

o What will a digital version look like? 

 I see a merging of the AO and OA enews (and even state enews) 

 This would leverage the advantage of a weekly digital newsletter but with 

additional long form content 

 Doing this would mean that articles are timely and relevant 

 Tightly integrates with the web & social media presence 

 Needs to be digital first 

 Allows for “sharing” of content which increases our market 

penetration for free 

 How do we staff this? 

o It is time consuming & therefore costly 

o Editor of AO is a key resource, currently paid to create content 

o OA & state enews editors are paid as well 

o Currently reliant on these people to create content which means very narrow view 

o How do we expand/encourage others to create content and then use paid resources 

purely as editorial? 

 How do we fund all of this? 

o How do we better integrate the states & national web & social media presence? 

o How do we get buy in to do this? 

o What are the actual costs associated with this & how do we incorporate them into 

an National membership model 

 



Person Positive Negative 

John Harding  My download speed was fast and quality is excellent using the enlarger tool. 

 That took about 5 mins to come down via IINET, so no problem there. The 
MTBO map took most time. 

 I have very slow internet as I am on the extremity of the Telstra/Transact 
network from Canberra City. 

Mike Hubbert    The most annoying part was having to constantly flip things like maps and small 
text up and down the screen in order to see them in close-up.  

 The industry magazines I get via issuu don't have that problem because they 
don't have complex graphics and I only want to read the text once - ever. 

Greg Barbour  Download speed okay for me and also quality high enough. I would have liked 
the ability to zoom to the level I like. 

 I would not be against moving to solely online but I recognize some would not 
prefer this given our demographic.  If we go to solely online I would expect the 
format to change and be better and more interactive…this is a copy of a printed 
magazine. 

  

David Poland  In summary if it is to be electronic then fine but it has to be well planned and 
high quality.  

 Here is http://emag.bushwalk.com/BWA201604.pdf is an example of a good 
quality electronic magazine . It comes in two forms as a PDFs. And as an ePub. 

 To save money ? Please don't do it for this reason . A good quality electronic 
production will cost just as much. 

 To modernise communication? Great idea but please do it well and that will 
cost. 

 To reduce burden on states ? Not sure how much burden the existing system is. 

 The current OA website for example still needs work to make it a high quality 
useable participation tool  

Tate Needham  Looks great to me. Works well on an iPhone and very fast to load and change 
pages. Quality also great. 

  

Kay Haarsma  Download speed OK 

 So perhaps the online version should prioritise what is on the opening pages 
could be different priorities each time. 

 Maps poor; one doesn't want to have to enlarge every map / page 

 I would prefer if we just have 1 page at a time at a larger scale 

 May need to make it landscape rather than portrait for online purposes. 

 I do read the IOF mag fully because of its style.  Importantly it has few pages. 

 I don't read the OA Enews fully, especially because you have to open new 
windows. 

 I get quite a few online bike magazines and rarely read more than the 
occasional article as I don't like to sit in front of a computer all day and I don't 
like reading things on a tablet / phone. 

 In many ways it is easier to pick up a paper magazine later on. 

 Online mags just get lost in an overcrowded cyberspace and not looked at 
again. 

  So, I believe that offering the mag online is a good idea 

 However OA should realise that less of the mag will be read generally, by both 
oldies and younger people I reckon.    

Matt Stocks  Very happy with the idea of going online with the magazine for all the positive 
reasons described.  However, the implementation needs to be done effectively 
for this to work or readers (and advertisers) will not use it. 

  

 This particular approach for converting the magazine is poor.   

 1)  The standard layout for a computer screen is landscape whereas the 
magazine is portrait. 

 2)  It defaults to two pages at a time which is too small to read. 

 3)  Once you have used the zoom, and you move to the next page it reverts to 
the two page view and you have to zoom again, and again, and again... 

  



 I think that the online version needs to have a different layout to the magazine 
to make readability better.  This may require an html version of the magazine 
rather than simply a pdf of the print version. 

Ken Thompson  Speed of upload was fine. No doubt this would be better with National 
Broadband which has not reached my location yet 

 The way it is at present I would be happy to pay more for the printed copy 

 •I found the resolution of the maps generally to be of a poor quality compared 
to the printed copy. I suggest an increase in resolution. People don't mind 
waiting for the upload if the result is good 

 •My eyesight is not perfect but I found it very difficult to read overall without 
zooming which is OK 

 •The main problem in my mind is this is simply using the existing format of the 
AO. Usually good online publications take into account that a computer screen 
is landscape whereas most printed magazines are in portrait mode. Of course if 
you had two versions of the magazine this would increase production costs 
which is a dilemma if you want to maintain both. A good example of good web 
formatting to maximize the use of screen space is Wikipedia's Online 
Magazine..no resolution problems with this    
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_magazine 

  

John Toomey  Readability is good 

 Legibility - Map 4 on page 33 comes through clear enough to read the detail 
when zooming in. 

 Great idea, fully support e-version being available. 

 it’s taken 16 minutes to load fully. We’re regional (Albany) of course so only 
ADSL2. 

Andrew Lumsden  I always use the pdf option for this sort of on-line magazine.  

 The magazine opened really quickly. 

 I find the format it popped up in very difficult to use on a laptop. 

 I also think that its much better to drip feed the sort of news on things like 
major events. I'd much rather see a single article about the Australian 3-Days 
with maps, route choices, etc. If it is on the OA News page, it then gets 
circulated around the world in World of O.  

Craig Steffens  Love the concept and this particular software solution.  

 Load under 5sec. 

 Print quality in full screen mode fine. Enlarging images was fine. Map quality 
was fine. 

 More than happy to have the online version. 

 Would like to be able to easily share MTBO articles via social media. 

  

OV Board  Quality of text and photos was fine 

 load times weren't an issue (tested in metro & major regional areas) 

 Still need to offer hardcopy version (opt in at additional cost) for those who 
want it 

 Difficult to judge quality of some maps in online version because the resolution 
was very poor in the printed edition as well 

 Rather than simply replicating the magazine digitally, need to review its specific 
purpose and how it fits with other communication channels such as OA enews. 
A lot of the information in the AO is well out of date by the time it arrives in the 
mail 

  



$20k grant from ASC, Update 1 June 

 Have included an additional column showing actual amounts expended against line items. 

 Per previous report under spend for web site upgrade will be rolled into the last line item 

 I have reported the total expenditure against Eventor items as a single number. 
 

Deliverable Timeline (original) Cost 
Status update Expenditure to 

date 
Anticipated Delivery 

Upgrade web site to be mobile 
friendly (responsive) 

 
August 2015 $2,000.00 

Several web design firms were contacted mid-July with a decision made 
by the OA Board in late July. Due to other work commitments the 
successful business was unable to start the task until early September. 
At the time of writing OA have received mockups of the major page 
types for the web site (see following pages for desktop versions, mobile 
version are in the process of being provided). 
The developers will begin implementing the design in the coming weeks 
on a development site so design revisions can be made prior to applying 
the design to the existing content. 
It is anticipated the work will be completed late mid-October. 

$1913.57 Completed 

Improve usability of Eventor 
 

September 2015 $3,000.00 
These three tasks are all related. The developers of Eventor were 
contacted in early August to provide detailed quotes to complete these 
deliverables. The developers have been able to commit approximately 
10 hours a week to these tasks due to other previous commitments. 
A multitude of tasks relating to “improving the usability of Eventor” have 
been completed, tested in the development environment and released 
into the production environment. 
Tasks relating to improving membership renewals and better integrating 
memberships with event entry are currently being undertaken by the 
developers. 

$11,482.86 Completed 

Link membership with event 
entry in Eventor to provide an 

incentive for participants to 
become members 

 

October 2015 $3,000.00 

Completed 

Improve membership sign-up 
and renewal in Eventor 

 
December 2015 $10,000.00 

Completed 

Implement “find an event/club 
nearby” on the OA web site 

 
March 2016 $2,000.00 

This deliverable will be started once the above deliverables have been 
completed. 

$0.00 March 2016 

Total Cost $20,000.00 Total Expenditure to date $13,396.43 
 

 

Given the underspend in the items specifically relating to Eventor (grey rows in table above) the Swedish Orienteering Federation (SOF) has been asked to quote on several 

additional items including; 

 to implement changes to Eventor to deliver on the “find nearby event” item. Pending completion the functionality will be added to the Orienteering Australia web 
site (priority 1) 

 Alterations to Eventor to allow score events to be handled natively in Eventor (priority 2) 

 A multitude of smaller changes to Eventor (priority 3) 
 



The above work will consume the remaining $6,603.57. 

 


